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Polyflor’s new Expona Flow range of high performance commercial flooring was used to create a fun and functional flooring design at Quwwat Islam Education Centre in Preston recently.

Installed by Diamond Flooring of Bolton, seven designs from the Expona Flow range were selected to create the bespoke floor in the corridor of the centre’s Little Sparkles Nursery. The grey Luna and Storm colours were chosen for the base and border of the design floor, whilst the circular designs with striped, spotted and swirl patterns inside were created using the brighter Burnt Orange, Flaxen, Steel Blue, Meadow and Plum shades.

The designs used in this nursery corridor are from the Cosmos collection of solid colour, smooth floorcoverings within the Expona Flow range. Subtle highlights created by pearlescent fragments within these designs give the floor added depth and movement that changes with the light in the room.

Quwwat Education Centre worked with Polyflor’s in house Design Service to create this custom floor design. Polyflor’s experienced team works frequently with customers to create stunning bespoke design floors for interior projects in education environments.

Moulana Khalid Ibrahim, Head Teacher at the Quwwat Education Centre commented,

“We’re really impressed with the finished result, the flooring looks fantastic and has really brightened up the space for summer. We’ve been getting excellent feedback from parents, pupils and staff.”